GENOCIDE & WAR CRIMES
REMEMBER: "RWANDA", 25 YEARS LATER
Riddles of Rwanda, 25 years later: an estimated 1.1 million deaths in 100 days!
Rwandan Genocide docu:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SW4pNA0UNO4
******************
Stalin - Man of Steel, Man of Genocide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSnwSXThPdQ
******************
Harvest of Despair - The 1933 Ukrainian Holodomor Famine Genocide (Documentary)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_dnRA5NFhs
******************
The Armenian Genocide [ The Hidden Holocaust ] 1992 Documentary
https://youtu.be/aR0m0PyiDOE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8HzZXIchBhQ
******************
The Genocide of 1.7 Million German POW's in Eisenhowers Rhine Meadow Death
Camps.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89HdU5k8u1k
******************
Genocide in Darfur
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ttMuKo5usd0

******************
Srebrenica Genocide: No Room For Denial
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sq77TySTst0
******************

Namibia Genocide and the Second Reich
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fhhOOPVdRQk
******************
Genocide: Worse Than War
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7cZuhqSzzc
******************
The Cambodian Genocide Documentary - POLVIOL A51
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7fcDFDoNwxE
*****************
When Native Americans Were Slaughtered in the Name of ‘Civilization’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bR_bmsrwG68
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPaeDxp5Ti8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qr-lCJp9v1E
https://www.history.com/news/native-americans-genocide-united-states
*****************
The Belgian Congo Genocide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S06VtiwHERU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AsSzy4SPu_E
The Belgium Genocide of the Congo's People
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkhRP2DT0EQ
*****************
Ethnic Germans: A Forgotten Genocide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23pNOPJt93s
*****************
The Secret Genocide Funded By The USA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qQl5MCBWtoo
*****************

Columbus & the Taíno Genocide | 1492
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R3XCWQTwvY0
*****************
Myanmar: The Hidden Genocide
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSkZlgk76-E
*****************
The Real Genocide of the German people during World War 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DnUTCONvq6I
*****************
American War Crimes in Vietnam (War Documentary)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b91H2kF7mP4
*****************
Unit 731 Dokters of dead.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hRSZMgLI6Y
Unit 731 Japanese Human Experimentation: Warning This Will Stick With You
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3k4KTThMYE
*****************
Nanking Massacre – Japanese War Crimes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4B8I7mBmx4w
In Belgium (Europe) since today, I cannot see this video anymore!
That's because of the new roles of YT for Europe?
Truth cannot be seen anymore!
There is another video on the bottom. -cl
Get this message:
Violent or graphic content policies
Violent or gory content intended to shock or disgust viewers, or content encouraging
others to commit violent acts are not allowed on YouTube.
If you believe anyone is in imminent danger, you should reach out to your local law
enforcement agency to report the situation immediately.
If you see content that violates this policy, please report it. Instructions for reporting
violations of our Community Guidelines are available here. If you have found multiple

videos, comments, or a user’s entire channel that you wish to report, please visit
our reporting tool, where you will be able to submit a more detailed complaint.
What this means for you
If you're posting content
Don’t post content on YouTube if it fits any of the descriptions noted below.
 Inciting others to commit violent acts against individuals or a defined group of
people
 Fights involving minors
 Footage, audio, or imagery involving road accidents, natural disasters, war
aftermath, terrorist attack aftermath, street fights, physical attacks, sexual
assaults, immolation, torture, corpses, protests or riots, robberies, medical
procedures, or other such scenarios with the intent to shock or disgust viewers
 Footage or imagery showing bodily fluids, such as blood or vomit, with the
intent to shock or disgust viewers
 Content where there is infliction of unnecessary suffering or harm deliberately
causing an animal distress
 Content where animals are encouraged or coerced to fight by humans
 Dramatized or fictional footage of anything listed above where the viewer is not
provided with enough context to determine that the footage is dramatized or
fictional
Please note this is not a complete list.
Age-restricted content
This policy applies to videos, video descriptions, comments, live streams, and any
other YouTube product or feature.
Examples
Here are some examples of content that’s not allowed on YouTube.
 Encouraging others to go to a particular place to commit violence, to perform
violence at a particular time, or to target individuals or groups with violence
 Cell phone, dash cam, or closed circuit TV footage showing the injured or killed
in a road accident accompanied by titles such as “Crazy accident” or “Warning:
Lots of blood”
Please remember these are just some examples, and don't post content if you think it
might violate this policy.
More examples
What happens when content violates this policy
If your content violates this policy, we’ll remove the content and send you an email to
let you know. If this is the first time you’ve posted content that violates our
Community Guidelines, you’ll get a warning with no penalty to your channel. If it’s
not, we’ll issue a strike against your channel. Your channel will be terminated if you
receive 3 strikes. You can learn more about our strikes system here.
The Nanking Massacre: Facts, Pictures, WW2, Documentary Photos, Book,
Women (1997)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYBZhsNVLBQ
*****************

Don't Forget George H. W. Bush's War Crimes
Don't Forget George H. W. Bush's War Crimes, from Iraq's 'Highway of Death' to
Panama

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kv-jbJAgvnE
In PJ's about IRAQ WAR--"HATONN" (CMA):
"Politics? Please do not ask me to waste time on your politics. It matters not who
wins or loses an election--the one elected is the problem for he becomes the one with
“power” and ability to further harm you. At this time you have NONE in politics
worthy of a label of “leader for Truth”.
It matters not about one called David Duke--what you must attend is what your
President Bush SAID this morning regarding the man. He said that no man who had
been in the group disclaiming Nazi (German) horrors should be ALLOWED to
“participate in a free society”. He further stated that no man who “says the Holocaust
didn’t happen as described” should be allowed any place in a free society. These are
quotes, beloved ones. Do you SEE AND HEAR what Bush stated? This terrorist
who ordered over 12,000 men buried alive in a desert and is murdering
hundreds of thousands of babies and innocent people in Iraq (only to
mention two things), has the incredible audacity to denounce a “citizen’s” rights of
First Amendment rights--to speak regarding his personal beliefs! This has nothing
to do with a man in Louisiana--it has everything to do with the right of an
American citizen to speak his beliefs. DO YOU NOT NOW SEE THE
HANDWRITING ON THE WALLS, THE CEILING, THE FLOOR AND IN YOUR
VERY BEDROOMS? "
PJ 39 -- page 85
-------------------" Stop for a moment and consider how President Bush ordered the brutal slaying
of 150,000 Iraqi troops, in a convoy of military vehicles carrying white flags,
on their way back to Iraq under Geneva Convention rules of agreed
disengagement and withdrawal. Imagine the horror of the Iraqi troops
when, in spite of waving their white flags, they were mowed down by
American aircraft. In another part of the front, 12,000 Iraqi soldiers were
buried alive in trenches they occupied. Is that not MONSTROUS in the truest
sense of the word? From where did President Bush get HIS orders to act in this
MONSTROUS fashion? He got them from the Royal Institute for International Affairs
(RHA) who received its mandate from the Committee of 300, also known as the
"Olympians." [H: Yes indeedy, this is the SAME RHA who runs the Tavistock
Institute who runs the Brookings Institute who runs the University of
Science and Philosophy--by enforcement and orders of the British Crown
group of British Intelligence called MI-6 from which Coleman also claims to
evolve.]"
PJ 73 -- page 85
*****************

THE POWER OF TERROR BOMBING

Hellstorm The Dresden Holocaust
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPV0gZ8aRbc

The Blitz on Dresden
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jp17koVI-2k
Dresden Bombed To Atoms: World War II
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gh-KWJWRjcI
Dresden's 70-year trauma
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g93A11ofTE8
Aerial View Of Bombed Hamburg (1943)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTRjmN71q54
The Hamburg Firebombing 70 Years On
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWmFJvX8zAk
The Allied bombing of German cities in World War II was unjustifiable
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sa-6pR5S5YY
*****************
The Katyn Massacre
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JW20VO8xkr4
Putin and Tusk remember Poland's Katyn massacre
In an unprecedented move, the Russian and Polish prime ministers on Wednesday
honored 22,000 Polish officers murdered 70 years ago by the Soviets in the WWII
Katyn massacre. Russia's Vladimir Putin and Poland's Donald Tusk were also to pay
their respects to Soviet victims of Stalinist-era terror campaigns buried next to Polish
officers in the Katyn Forest, near Smolensk, western Russia.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-g8JmVmEPjA
Bloody Soviet pages of Katyn massacre published
Stalin and his officials personally ordered the mass murder of thousands of Polish
officers in 1940. Russia's state archive has published once top secret documents on
the Katyn Massacre. The website where the papers are on display has already been
overloaded by the number of visitors.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7UkRB3wsj2E
*****************

Navy SEALs Tried for Months to Report Superior for War Crimes and Were
Told to “Let It Go”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ciyCEQo5Cyc
*****************
War Crimes of the Liberators
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iNCZ881Ku2w
*****************
The Butcher of Bosnia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SwChX2Ih91c
*****************
Enforcing Sharia in Raqqa: The Islamic State
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOaBNbdUbcA
*****************
Israel's War Crimes EXPOSED!!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LO7Am6sapxY
Israeli soldiers talk about war crimes
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=War+Crimes+by+Israeli+Soldiers
*****************
THE ORADOUR-France MASSACRE.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ha78MFPPRKs
*****************
List of "GENOCIDES & WAR CRIMES" goes on and on and are not all on video.
Here the list in a Pdf (all links are working) of known "GENOCIDES & WAR
CRIMES" as presented today on Wikipedia.
The purpose is only to list some of the known happenings since WW I.
Keep in mind all information we have from CMA in the PJ's and from AH to see the
wrong presentations and also the happenings that are not mentioned in this list.

Link: https://christ52.stackstorage.com/s/p3qDGfzS26vVOSX
*****************

